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ABSTRACT

Photo- and thermo- isomerization trajectories of various conversion pathways between nitro-
spiropyran and its trans-trans-cis merocyanine form were produced and the role of \( n\pi^* \) states was investigated along the corresponding potential energy surface calculated using the \( \omega \)B97XD functional using the cc-pVDZ basis set. The nondissociative \( n\pi^* \) states on the photo-isomerization trajectories can switch from/to the dissociative photoactive \( \pi\pi^* \) state at two intersections between their energy surfaces. The photochromic properties inherited in hybrid compounds of nitro-spiropyran-containing [60]fullerene is interpreted as a reversible “dual energy bypass” \( \pi\pi^* \leftrightarrow n\pi^* \) mechanism in terms of both adiabatic absorption and highly effective nonadiabatic dissipative transitions between the excited states of the photochromic fragment, that prevents energy loss through the [60]fullerene and in this way keep the photochromic properties intact.

INTRODUCTION

The photochromism of organic molecules such as spiropyran derivatives have been used as basic elements of smart switches.\(^1\)\textsuperscript{−}\(^8\) These switching processes are initiated by light-driven interconversion between their colorless “ring closed” and colored “ring open” forms. In particular, the nitro-substituted spiropyran \( 1',3',3'\)-trimethyl-6-nitro-spiro[2H-1-benzopyran-2,2’-indoline] (nSP) undergoes bond cleavage of the spiro motif (C\textsuperscript{spiro−O}) by means of a photochromic conversion (s2m), being stabilized in the zwitterionic nitro-merocyanine (nMC) form.\(^9\)\textsuperscript{−}\(^13\) The most stable trans-trans-cis (TTC) merocyanine conformer is formed through \( E \)-isomerization around
the spiro- and pyran-bridging double bond.\textsuperscript{14–16} All possible isomers can be defined by the \textit{cis/trans} orientation around each of the $\alpha$, $\beta$ and $\gamma$ bonds that correspond to the stereochemical \((N_1,C_{\text{spiro}})^\gamma(C_3,C_4), \ (C_{\text{spiro}},C_3)^\gamma(C_4,C_{4a})\) and \((C_3,C_4)^\gamma(C_{4a},C_{8a})\) dihedral torsion angles, respectively\textsuperscript{17–19} (Figure 1).

Recent work\textsuperscript{20} on the photochromic properties of spiropyrans in hybrid compounds has been limited to comparisons of absorption characteristics of nSP and halogenated spiropyrans containing the pyrroldinoph[60]fullerene (PF\textsubscript{60}). The absorption by merocyanine forms are observed experimentally in nSP-PF\textsubscript{60}, whereas the hybrid compound substituted by Cl or F atoms do not display photochromism.\textsuperscript{21,22}

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{figure1.png}
\caption{Structure and accepted standard numbering of nSP (a) and nMC (b) where green circle lines denote atoms which contribute the most to the difference between the ground \(S_{G,(0,0)}\) and excited \(S_{\pi\pi,1,0}\) configurations. Dashed green lines in (a) define the bond about which the sequential torsions are being explored.}
\end{figure}

The low-lying n$\pi^*$ states formed by the lone pairs of the nitro substituents was proposed to change the photochromic mechanism of the dissipative excited-state through the \(S_{\pi\pi}(nSP) \rightarrow\).
intermediate $n\pi^*$ states $\rightarrow S_{n\pi}(nMC)$ channel for photo-transformation of the corresponding hybrid compound.$^{20}$ This conclusion was based on an analysis of the electronic structure of equilibrated nSP and nMC conformers in the ground and excited electronic states. However, neither kinetic photoinduced excited-state trajectories of the $C_{spiro}$–O dissociation nor the s2m transformation were considered in previous work. A detailed investigation of the role of the $n\pi^*$ states in the photochromic conversion along the photo-isomerization trajectory (PIT) is therefore needed.

Different photochemical and thermal kinetic mechanisms have been proposed in previous studies, where transition states (TS)$^{14,17,23}$ and/or conical intersections (CI)$^{18,19,24}$ between the $\pi\rightarrow \pi^*$ excited and ground electronic states were calculated in order to identify both the first reaction intermediate and the final product. All these studies only considered unsubstituted or even reduced models of spiropyran. Moreover, the photochemical processes involve the electronic ground state through the rate of $C_{spiro}$–O bond cleavage in the pre-transformation phase, estimated to be about $k_{tr}\sim 10^{12}$ s$^{-1}$, which exceeds the emission rate of $k_r\sim 10^8$ s$^{-1}$ and competes with the vibrational relaxation processes $k_{vr}=10^{12}$–$10^{14}$ s$^{-1}$.$^{19,24–28}$ The non-adiabatic s2m conversion proceeds through a series of consecutive excited vibrational-electronic (vibronic) states originating from vertical adiabatic absorption at the spiropyran moiety.

The present theoretical study aims to shed light on the excited quasi-stationary electronic states that are involved in PIT. State-of-the-art quantum-chemical calculations are carried out in order to study the potential-energy surface (PES) of the photochemical processes between $n$SP and $n$MC to obtain detailed insight into the role of the nitro substituent for the efficiency of the photochromic transformation.
COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS

Both the ground and the excited states of \( n\text{SP} \) and \( n\text{MC} \) as well as [60]fullerene and the bridges between them were optimized separately and partially optimized in the transformation processes (\textit{vide infra}), by time-dependent density functional theory (TD-DFT) using Gaussian 09.\textsuperscript{29} The hybrid range-separated Generalized Gradient Approximation (GGA) XC-functional, \( \omega\text{B97XD} \),\textsuperscript{30,31} in combination with Dunning’s correlation-consistent double-zeta basis set, cc-pVDZ,\textsuperscript{32} (\( \omega\text{B97XD/cc-pVDZ} \)) was used as in previous work.\textsuperscript{20} All electronic structure calculations were performed using the same combination of functional and basis set. It was established\textsuperscript{24} that \( \omega\text{B97XD/cc-pVDZ} \) provides overall the most consistent ground- and excited-state optimized geometries compared to the second-order coupled-cluster approximation with resolution-of-the-identity (RI-CC2).\textsuperscript{33}

To consider the intrinsic kinetic mechanism of the s2m conversion, the role of solvent effects on spectral shifts and the relation between the rates of dissipative emission and radiationless transitions are not included in the calculations. The mechanism is defined by the electronic properties of the chemical structures while any external perturbation is assumed as a correction to the main process.

The relative energies \( E \) [kcal/mol] of the conformers were obtained at each point on the isomerization trajectories as the differences between the total electronic ground- or excited-state energies of a specific conformer and the minimum total energy of the optimized \( n\text{SP} \) structure in
the electronic ground state. PESs of the PITs were produced through partial optimizations in two stages. One geometric parameter was fixed at each point of the trajectory. The first step was to reach a quasi-stationary conformer (QSC) in the excited state by first fixing the C\text{spiro}..O length followed by a gradual elongation of the bond for each additional point on an isomerization trajectory, optimizing the rest of the structure in its excited state. Second, the $\beta$ dihedral angle was fixed to find a minimum energy barrier for the transformation between QSC and the final equilibrated nMC in the excited state. The PESs of the thermal\textsuperscript{14,20} back-conversion to nSP was obtained by relaxing the oxygen-spiro distance in the electronic ground state.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

**Ground- and excited-state structures.** An excitation of the spiropyrans leads to an unstable compound and a breaking of the ring-opening C\text{spiro}--O bond, which prevents fluorescence relaxation (in particular to nSP).\textsuperscript{20,24}

![Figure 2](image)

**Figure 2.** C\text{spiro}..O distance elongation trajectory from equilibrium structure (a) optimized to QSC in S$_\pi$ with the length = 4.05 Å (b) through an intermediate conformer with fixed |C\text{spiro}--O|=2.00 Å (c) to the energy barrier of no-return point |C\text{spiro}..O|=3.00 Å (d).
The part of the compound most sensitive to configurational change in the excited states is the spiro unit at the intersection between the dihydropyrrole and dihydropyran motives (Figure 1). These changes are the dominating causes of the observed spectral shifts due to significant redistribution of electronic density on the segment that leads to the breaking of the oxy-spiro bond.

Table 1. Key geometric parameters\textsuperscript{34,35} of \textit{n}SPs optimized in the ground (upper line) and \textit{S}_{\pi\pi} (lower line) excited states (see Figure 1).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>param. atom*</th>
<th>( \text{C}_3 )</th>
<th>( \text{C}_{2,\text{spiro}} )</th>
<th>( \text{N}_1 )</th>
<th>( \text{C}_3 )</th>
<th>( \text{C}_4 )</th>
<th>( \text{C}_{4a} )</th>
<th>( \text{O}_1 )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>bend, [degree]</td>
<td>1.501</td>
<td>1.583</td>
<td>1.513</td>
<td>1.475</td>
<td>1.403</td>
<td>1.409</td>
<td>1.422</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>torsion, [degree]</td>
<td>130.9</td>
<td>100.2</td>
<td>103.5</td>
<td>114.7</td>
<td>122.7</td>
<td>120.5</td>
<td>108.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>131.0</td>
<td>102.0</td>
<td>101.3</td>
<td>119.0</td>
<td>18.0</td>
<td>120.8</td>
<td>108.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>177.6</td>
<td>164.1</td>
<td>28.8</td>
<td>151.6</td>
<td>105.9</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>-83.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>175.8</td>
<td>165.2</td>
<td>22.4</td>
<td>145.3</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>13.4</td>
<td>-81.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*parameters measured as following: \( \text{C}_3 \)--\( \text{C}_{4a} \)--\( \text{C}_4 \)--\( \text{C}_5 \), \( \text{C}_{2,\text{spiro}} \)--\( \text{C}_2 \)--\( \text{C}_3 \)--\( \text{C}_{4a} \)--\( \text{C}_4 \), \( \text{N}_1 \)--\( \text{C}_2 \)--\( \text{C}_3 \)--\( \text{C}_{4a} \), \( \text{C}_3 \)--\( \text{C}_2 \)--\( \text{C}_3 \)--\( \text{C}_{4a} \), \( \text{C}_{4a} \)--\( \text{C}_4 \)--\( \text{C}_3 \)--\( \text{C}_2 \), \( \text{O}_1 \)--\( \text{C}_2 \)--\( \text{C}_3 \)--\( \text{C}_{4a} \)

The photo-instability of \textit{n}SP is caused by the dissociative nature of the excited states, making it impossible to determine any stationary points on the excited-state PES. Nevertheless, depending on the initial conditions and the choice of computational method, stationary points may be observed computationally. In particular, the dissociative nature of the excited \textit{n}SP strongly depends upon the choice of functional and basis set used in the TD-DFT calculation. In the active \( \pi\pi^* \) excited state, the molecule will spontaneously relax to an intermediate QSC with a broken \( \text{C}_{\text{spiro}} \)--\( \text{O} \) bond, similar to (Figure 2d) the first stationary point in the \( s2m \) transformation.\textsuperscript{20} In contrast, \( \omega \text{B97XD/cc-pVDZ} \) led to the lowest photoactive excited state where the \( \text{C}_{\text{spiro}} \)--\( \text{O}_1 \) bond
length is even slightly shorter (1.422 Å vs 1.464 Å) than in the ground state of the molecule (Table 1).

The bond lengths as well as the corresponding bending and dihedral angles that display the largest changes in the spiro unit are collected in Table 1 (more details in SI), where dihedral torsions originating at C₅ and following the covalent bonds as well as relevant bending angles originating from C₄ are reported for the ground and excited state. The structural changes can provide an understanding of the photochromic conversion and the rate of this process significantly exceeds nSP emission from its excited state. Despite the slightly shorter Cₛᵣᵣₒ–O₁ bond length in the excited configuration at the ωB97XD/cc-pVDZ level of theory, the dihedral torsion around the C₃–C₄ bond, corresponding to the β orientation in the merocyanine classification, increases by 10° toward nMC. The largest distortions of the bending angles for C₃ and C₄ are about 4–5° in the dihydropyran ring that is going to open. The other bending angles do not change by more than 2°.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>angle</th>
<th>nSP&lt;sub&gt;GS&lt;/sub&gt;</th>
<th>nSP&lt;sub&gt;ex&lt;/sub&gt;</th>
<th>QSC</th>
<th>nMC&lt;sub&gt;ex&lt;/sub&gt;</th>
<th>nMC&lt;sub&gt;GS&lt;/sub&gt;</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>α</td>
<td>-136.2</td>
<td>-142.5</td>
<td>-172.2</td>
<td>-167.4</td>
<td>180.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>β</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>13.4</td>
<td>5.9</td>
<td>175.5</td>
<td>180.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>γ</td>
<td>6.8</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>86.9</td>
<td>-27.1</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The α, β and γ dihedral angles are the geometric parameters which most strongly define the conformations, and they are compared for nSP and nMC in the ground and excited states as well as the QSC on the photoisomerization trajectory in Table 2. The plain nMC structure of the ground state is significantly distorted upon excitation. The main difference between the nSP and nMC is
in the twist around the $\beta$ bond. The main QSC feature is the $\gamma$ angle close to $90^\circ$ that is a major obstacle for the conversion between the initial and final isomerized forms.

**Adiabatic and non-adiabatic conversion processes.** To study the kinetics of the s2m transformation, the adiabatic vertical excitation \( GS \rightarrow S_{\pi\pi(nSP,FCo)} \) from the ground vibrational state of the electronic ground state \( GS \equiv S_{0,0} \) to the photoactive Frank-Condon (FC) $\pi \rightarrow \pi^*$ state should be determined (at \( \omega B97XD/cc-pVDZ \) level of theory, the relative energy of the excited state is \( E = 102 \) kcal/mol). A schematics of the consecutive adiabatic/non-adiabatic transitions of \( GS \rightarrow S_{\pi\pi(nSP,FCo)} \rightarrow S_{n\pi(nSP,FCo)} \) is presented in **Figure 3**.

![Figure 3](image)

**Figure 3.** Sketch of vibrational PES for excited states, scheme of transitions and corresponding electron density redistribution where dark lilac space reflects positive CT of excitation and vice versa for dissipation of EDD mapping on 0.004 e$^-$/bohr$^3$ isosurface throughout the text. Relative energies (kcal/mol) are presented in parenthesis.
The photonic excitation process could also lead to a population of the lowest singlet \( GS \rightarrow S_{\pi\pi(n\pi,FCo)} \) state \( (E = 94 \text{ kcal/mol}) \) through radiative processes. However, this is a very unlikely event as the oscillator strength for the transition between \( \pi \rightarrow \pi^* \) and \( n \rightarrow \pi^* \) singlet states are almost forbidden due to their near different space symmetries.

The competition between radiationless vibrational transitions at the intersection of the two excited states, a state intersection (SI) \( S_{\pi\pi,SI} \cap S_{n\pi,SI} \) at \( E = 99 \text{ kcal/mol} \), or even to a relaxed \( S_\pi,0 \) with \( E = 92 \text{ kcal/mol} \), and the process of \( C_{\text{spiro}}-\text{O} \) bond cleavage in the predissociation phase of the photochromic conversion was recently proposed.\(^{20}\) Compared to other spiropyran derivatives, nSP has an additional channel through the \( n \rightarrow \pi^* \) state to provide the s2m conversion. Relaxation to \( S_{\pi\pi,0} \) does not occur because s2m is much faster than fluorescence from this state to \( S_{\pi\pi,0} \) with \( E = 15 \text{ kcal/mol} \). On the other hand, \( n\text{SP} \) containing pyrrolidino[60]fullerene inherits the photochromic properties of the spiropyran moiety, as is confirmed by the observed nMC absorption while, in contrast, the hybrid compounds with halogenated spiropyrans do not undergo s2m.\(^{20}\) In the case of the transition to \( S_{\pi\pi,SI} \) and further vibrational relaxation to \( S_{\pi\pi,0} \) (a long-lived state with forbidden vertical internal conversion to \( S_{0,FCn} \) with \( E = 23 \text{ kcal/mol} \)), the probability of keeping this excited state along a part of the isomerization trajectory is high because of the lowest \( S_{n\pi} \) state.

A similar qualitative picture as in **Figure 3** can be used for the \( S_{\pi\pi,SI} \rightarrow T_{\pi\pi,SI} \) transition with \( E = 86 \text{ kcal/mol} \), which is lower than the \( S_{\pi\pi,SI} \rightarrow S_{n\pi,SI} \) transition and even lower than
the energy of $S_{\pi\pi,0}$ because of the nonadiabatic process. The transition energies at the respective equilibrium positions are $E = 75$ kcal/mol for $S_{\pi\pi,0}$ and $E = 62$ kcal/mol for $T_{\pi\pi,0}$. Vibrational dissipations of $S_{\pi\pi,SI}$ or $T_{\pi\pi,SI}$ could compete with s2m, which will be considered next.

This stationary scheme was used in order to provide an understanding of the $n\rightarrow\pi^*$ states in the s2m process and shows that adiabatic absorption and highly effective non-adiabatic transitions to the $n\rightarrow\pi^*$ states make the states from which pre-dissociation can start electronically populated. The kinetic trajectory of the photo-transformation from the excited $nSP$ to $nMC$, taking the $n\rightarrow\pi^*$ states into account, should explain the mechanism in detail, which is followed next.

![Figure 4](image.png)

Figure 4. PES of excited states on PIT from $nSP$ to QSC through $C_{\text{spiro}}$ bond stretching for $S_{\pi\pi}$ (blue solid lines), $S_{n\pi}$ (green solid) and $T_{n\pi}$ (dashed green) optimized in ground and corresponding excited states. EDD is depictured for the SI and GS points.
The stretching of the C_{spiro}−O bond in combination with the optimization of the rest of the structure is one of the most probable s2m pathways after excitation (Figure 4). For each single point on the isomerization trajectories, the energy of the conformer in the corresponding excited state is obtained using the vertical transition energy from the relaxed molecular structure of the electronic ground state. The origins of the curves in Figure 4 thus coincide with the relative energies in Figure 3. The S_{ππ} curve is terminated at the QSC (Figure 2d and Table 2).

The elongation of the oxy-spiro bond leads to a decrease in the S_{ππ} energy, whereas the energies of both the singlet and triplet n→π* states increase once the SI has been reached. Conformers with equal excited-state energies, \( E = 87 \text{ kcal/mol} \) on PIT at \(|C_{spiro}−O| = 1.85 \text{ Å}\) of \( S_{ππ} \cap S_{nπ} \), and \( E = 80 \text{ kcal/mol} \) on PIT at \(|C_{spiro}−O| = 2.03 \text{ Å}\) of \( S_{ππ} \cap T_{nπ} \), can easily switch the nature of the state. Figure 4 shows that the electron density difference (EDD) in the \( S_{ππ} \) state is delocalized over the whole \( nSP \) structure (Figure 4, the lowest conformer) but is being redistributed with increasing oxy-spiro bond length, and being concentrated on the benzopyran fragment \( (S_{ππ}, |C_{spiro}−O|=1.85\text{Å}) \), predominantly on the pyran ring where the nitro group is attached. In contrast, the \( n→π^* \) states are localized near the nitro substituent where the \( n \) lone pair is localized \( (S_{nπ}, |C_{spiro}−O|=1.85\text{Å}) \). The molecular structures of the different conformers are very similar and the areas of increasing electronic density (positive EDD) in the corresponding excited states are partially overlapping on the C_5−C_6−C_7 boundary line, providing an effective channel for excited-state energy transfer facilitating the \( S_{nπ}→S_{ππ} \) or \( T_{nπ}→S_{ππ} \) transitions from the excited nitro group to the core ring.
The \( n \rightarrow \pi^* \) states are not dissociative, leaving only the \( S_{xx} \) state as a pathway for s2m isomerization. Moreover, the stability of \( n \text{SP} \) allows for reversible processes if these states are relaxed. The maximum energy barrier for \( S_{(\text{par},0)} \leftrightarrow S_{\pi n} \cap S_{nn} \) is 12 kcal/mol, which is competitive with the room temperature energy distribution, where the average thermal energy of \( 3/2 \ kT \) corresponds to about 1 kcal/mol.

Thus, the excited-state energy transferred to the \( n \rightarrow \pi^* \) states is brought back into the dissociative \( S_{xx} \) PES along a s2m trajectory. This phenomenon, which can be interpreted as a dual energy bypass (DEB), is an advantage for hybrid compounds in order to keep the photochromic properties intact because the energy point is the lowest for the excited states of the total system.

**Hybrid compounds with different bridges.** A mechanism of excited-state energy exchange between \( \pi \rightarrow \pi^* \) and \( n \rightarrow \pi^* \) states in hybrid compounds with [60]fullerene can now be described through DEB. Two different bridges were used to design hybrid compounds of PF\textsubscript{60}-nSP\textsuperscript{20} (Figure 5a) and EF\textsubscript{60}-nSP (Figure 5b, SI). Several key conformers illustrate the DEB scheme for maintaining the photochromic properties in these systems.

The adiabatic absorption \( GS \rightarrow S_{j>1,|\pi \pi (n \text{SP}), \text{FCO}} \) of \( E = 102 \text{ kcal/mol} \) is localized exclusively on the \( n \text{SP} \) moiety and coincides with that observed for isolated \( n \text{SP} \) in both hybrid compounds. The vibronic transitions \( S_{j>1,|\pi \pi (n \text{SP}), \text{FCO}} \rightarrow S_{j>1,|\pi \pi (n \text{SP}), \text{FCO}} \) is illustrated by EDD between these states and give rise to a state with energy \( E = 97 \text{ kcal/mol} \), which is higher in energy than numerous lower singlet states of [60]fullerene with bridges. Finally, the non-adiabatic transition back to the \( S_{xx} \) when \( |\text{C}_{\text{spiro}}-\text{O}| = 1.85 \text{ Å} \) at an energy of \( E = 87 \text{ kcal/mol} \) leads the system to the lowest singlet state of the whole system. The corresponding energies
are the same for both compounds. This DEB trick allows photochromic properties to be inherited in compounds involving different carbon allotropes.

![Diagram](image)

**Figure 5.** (a) PF$_{60}$-nSP and (b) EF$_{60}$-nSP conformers in points of transitions with corresponding EDDs. DEB sequential stages after vertical excitation include (from left to right) intersection with a $n \rightarrow \pi^*$ state, $C_{\text{spiro}}..O$ stretching and energy transfer back to $S_{\pi\pi}$.

The MOs of the excited states, EDD between states and energy levels of these states are identical to those observed in the case of the individual nSP conformers. This follows from the almost perfect decoupling between the different moieties of the hybrid compounds, preventing electronic redistribution from the photochromic fragment and overlap of MOs in these states localized on different units on the s2m trajectory compared to the isolated nSP conformers. This also makes the transition probability of excited-state energy transfer to the fullerene system much smaller than the vibrational relaxation from $S_{\pi\pi}$ to $S_{n\pi}$ states in the first stage of the transformation process. Thus, the photochromic properties are inherited by these hybrid compounds on kinetic s2m trajectories.
**Thermal conversion.** The discussion above established that \( n \rightarrow \pi^* \) states play an important role in the determination of the PES along the \( C_{\text{spiro}} - \)O bond between the equilibrium position near 1.4 Å and up to 2.0 Å. The vibrational bond stretching significantly increases the probability of populating the dissociative \( S_{\pi\pi} \) state in the pre-transformation phase. Bond stretching is a trigger for further isomerization, but the trajectory of this process also depends on the \( \alpha, \beta, \) and \( \gamma \) dihedral torsion angles that define the final merocyanine forms. Irrespective of the choice of functional and basis set, the most stable conformer is the TTC isomer.

There have been a number of studies during the last decades devoted to structural transformations occurring without light absorption.\(^{17,19,23,27}\) It has been assumed that the most probable thermal isomerization reactions arise from merocyanines, but the spontaneous conversion of spiropyrans has been considered theoretically as well.\(^{23,27}\) The conical intersection \( S_{\pi\pi}/S_0 \) method provides the isomerization actually in the electronic ground state of the corresponding intermediate conformer after deactivation of excited spiropyran.\(^{18,19,24}\) The isomerization trajectories, that were originated at the equilibrated spiropyran derivatives and produced by fixing the key geometric parameters (\( C_{\text{spiro}}..O \) length and \( \beta \) torsion) during the optimization, usually went through a QSC similar to that shown in **Figure 2d**.

The mechanism of the thermal conversion between \( n\text{SP} \) and \( n\text{MC} \) through the back conversion to the original unexcited \( n\text{SP} \) form needs to be considered. Two opposite trajectories starting from \( n\text{SP} \) and \( n\text{MC} \), respectively, were generated to establish alternative pathways with low-energy barriers for the isomerization reaction. Both ground-
and excited-state PESs (Figure 6) are plotted because the thermal transformation can be detected experimentally by measuring spectral shifts in the absorption bands. The absorption process was calculated as a vertical excitation from the ground state to the lowest active $\pi \rightarrow \pi^*$ state. The changes in the absorption curves thus reflect structural changes along the isomerization pathways. The thermal conversions arise from the optimization of the ground-state $n_{\text{SP}}$ and $n_{\text{MC}}$ with fixed extended and reduced $C_{\text{spiro}} \cdots \text{O}$ lengths, respectively.

![Figure 6](image.png)

**Figure 6.** Opposite generated PESs of GS and absorptive $S_{\pi\pi}$ dependence on $C_{\text{spiro}} \cdots \text{O}$ length in unexcited $n_{\text{SP}}$ (in red) and $n_{\text{MC}}$ (in green) and EDD of the conformers at initial points and intersected states with structural difference between spiro units.

The benzopyran moiety with the spiro unit, which turns to a polyene bridge for $n_{\text{MC}}$, is involved in the electron density redistribution during the absorption in the $n_{\text{SP}}$ conformers.
along the isomerization trajectory, whereas there is no contribution from the other end of the molecule.

The $n_{MC}$ and $n_{SP}$ trajectories cross at $|C_{\text{spiro}}-O| = 3.2$ Å with an energy barrier of 14 kcal/mol compared to the equilibrium $n_{MC}$ structure. This “stretching” barrier is not very high considering thermal fluctuations, but the optimization process cannot find the proper pathway due to the complicate dependence of the correct geometric changes on the initial guess. For this reason, the $\gamma$ angle is instead chosen as a variable parameter in order to locate the QSC (Table 2). Another obstacle for making the transition to the $n_{SP}$ trajectory at the barrier point is the competition of the oxygen atom with $C_{\text{spiro}}$ and $C_3$ (Figure 1 and Table 3).

Table 3. The oxygen distance and orientation torsion parameters on isomerization PES at the intersection points between ground ($^{GS}$) or excited ($^{ex}$) states of $n_{SP}$ and $n_{MC}$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>conf. param.</th>
<th>$C_{\text{spiro}}$..O</th>
<th>$C_3$..O</th>
<th>$\alpha$</th>
<th>$\beta$</th>
<th>$\gamma$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$n_{SP}^{ex}$</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>-155</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$n_{MC}^{ex}$</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>-175</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$n_{SP}^{ex}$</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>176</td>
<td>71</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$n_{MC}^{ex}$</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>-157</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$n_{SP}^{GS}$</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>-169</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$n_{MC}^{GS}$</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>-163</td>
<td>123</td>
<td>-20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The main difference between the conformers of the same energy at the crossing point is the values of the $\beta$ and $\gamma$ torsion angles. The distance between $O$ and $C_3$ is short enough to prevent a smooth twist, and instead the dihedral angles should flip through another “twist” barrier. This barrier can be located by performing a relaxed-structure scan through
numerous conformers with different fixed $\beta$ and $\gamma$ torsion angles while retaining a constant oxy-spiro bond length of 3.2 Å. However, this is a time-consuming task because a pair of torsion values must be fixed for each single point on the trajectory and because of the very poor convergence of the optimization procedure due to the low stability of these conformers. The search for chemical reaction pathways for the isomerization is thus difficult for such large molecules with a complicated electronic structure. Smaller and simpler representative models are required for such computational techniques to work well.

**Photoisomerization to nMC-TTC.** Probable trajectories of photochromic s2m conversions are presented in Figure 7. The $n$SP curve originates at a bond length $|C_{\text{spiro}}..O| = 2.0$ Å and follows the dissociative excited states in Figure 4 till the QSC (Table 2) energy point. If this length is less than 3 Å, a full structural optimization leads to the return of this conformer to the $n$SP form. Otherwise, for oxy-spiro distances longer than 3 Å, the first low-energy barrier is overcome, leading to an irreversible transformation to the QSC. The QSC is an intermediate conformer toward TTC-$n$MC, which is reached by a geometry optimization with a fixed torsion angle. One way to produce the s2m trajectory is to stretch the $C_{\text{spiro}}..O$ to the QSC intermediate, and then to rotate around the $\beta$ bond, as the main intrinsic difference between $n$SP and $n$MC is the $\beta$ torsion angle that changes from $13^\circ$ to $175^\circ$, respectively. It was therefore natural to use this angle as a constant parameter for the optimization, starting from a value of $6^\circ$ for the angle at the QSC. For values of $\beta$ between $50^\circ$ and $70^\circ$, structural instabilities were observed for the conformer, with a complex dependence on the $\gamma$ torsion angle. These structural instabilities arise from the competition between $C_{\text{spiro}}$ and $C_3$ to couple with oxygen, compare for instance a bond distance of 4 Å against 3.2 Å at $\beta=60^\circ$, respectively (Table 3). This is near the point of intersection with
the PES obtained by starting from the excited $n$MC and using the same parameter in the range from $175^\circ$ to $25^\circ$ (Figure 7) with a “$\beta$ twist” barrier equal to 8 kcal/mol. At the same time, the $\gamma$ angle changes from $71^\circ$ in the nSP conformer to $14^\circ$ in the $n$MC counterpart with almost the same $|C_{\text{spiro}..O}| = 2.6$ Å and $|C_{3..O}| = 2.5$ Å bond lengths.

![Figure 7](image)

**Figure 7.** $S_{\pi\pi}$ PESs of $C_{\text{spiro}..O}$ changes between $n$SP and QSC (in red) starting from $n$MC (in green). $S_{\pi\pi}$ PESs of $\beta$ torsions starting from QSC (in red) and $n$MC (in blue). EDDs on the conformers in initial and QSC points and structural difference between spiro units at the intersection points.

A second approach is to consider thermal conversion at the intersection of the PESs of the opposite isomerization reactions of both $n$SP and $n$MC with a straightforward manipulation of the $C_{\text{spiro}..O}$ connection by elongation and reduction of the bond length. The PES of $n$MC originates from the same structure as in the case with the $\beta$ parameter. The $n$SP and $n$MC curves cross each other at $|C_{\text{spiro}..O}| = 3.1$ Å, far away from the QSC.
“Stretch” conversion to the nMC trajectory looks barrierless but with crucial differences in both the β and γ angles (Table 3). This alternative pathway avoids the QSC. The energy barriers are nearly 12 kcal/mol for the first method and 9 kcal/mol for the second method to reach the balanced nMC form, which is quite compatible with the thermal energy available at room temperature.

It should be noted that the transformations proceed with an electron density redistribution at the end of the molecule that contains the nitro group. Indoline plays a less important role than the rest of the molecule in these photophysical processes. This can be taken into account in the synthesis of spiro-benzopyran derivatives.

CONCLUSIONS

Kinetic photochromic and thermal isomerization trajectories for the transformation between nitro-spiropyran in its ground and excited states and its trans-trans-cis merocyanine form were generated using a sequence of constrained geometry optimizations, fixation of the Cspiro−O bond length, and the γ dihedral angle along reaction pathways on the PESs.

The role of the lowest nπ* states formed on a lone pair of the nitro substituent was established in detail during the predissociative transformation of the photochromic conversion in hybrid compounds of nitro-spiropyran bonded to [60]fullerene with two different bridges. The nπ* type are not dissociative states on photo-isomerization trajectories but can accept and return an excitation from/to the low-lying dissociative
photoactive \( \pi\pi^* \) state at two points of intersection between their energy surfaces that provides a “dual energy bypass” in the hybrid systems.

The reversible ”dual energy bypass” mechanism of photochromic inheritance in hybrid compounds of nitro-spiropyran containing [60]fullerene was described. This process includes both the adiabatic absorption from the electronic ground state to the photoactive Frank-Condon \( \pi \rightarrow \pi^* \) state and two highly effective nonadiabatic dissipative transitions between the \( n\pi^* \) and \( \pi\pi^* \) states of the photochromic fragment. Such a series of transitions prevents energy loss through the carbon allotrope and keep the photochromic properties intact, because the \( \pi\pi^* \) state is energetically lower than all other singlet excited states of the total system for transitions from the \( n\pi^* \) state. Thus, the prediction of earlier work\(^{14} \) on the inheritance of the photochromic properties is confirmed by the kinetic trajectories of the \( n\text{SP} \) photoisomerization process in these hybrid compounds.

Alternative pathways of photochromic conversion and thermal transformation were produced using only the \( C_{\text{spiro}}-O \) bond length variable as an optimization parameter for two opposite potential energy surfaces originating from equilibrated nitro-spiropyran and merocyanine, respectively.

**ASSOCIATED CONTENT**
Supporting Information contains geometric parameters of the key conformers on photo- and thermo-chromic transformation trajectories between nitro-spiropyran and nitro-merocyanine molecules and their hybrid compounds with [60]fullerene.
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338x190mm (160 x 157 DPI)
Figure 1. Structure and accepted standard numbering of nSP (a) and nMC (b) where green circle lines denote atoms which contribute the most to the difference between the ground and excited configurations. Dashed green lines in (a) define the bond about which the sequential torsions are being explored.
Figure 2. $C_{\text{spiro}}$..O distance elongation trajectory from equilibrium structure (a) optimized to QSC in $S_{n\pi}$ with the length = 4.05 Å (b) through an intermediate conformer with fixed $|C_{\text{spiro}}..O|=2.00$ Å (c) to the energy barrier of no-return point $|C_{\text{spiro}}..O|=3.00$ Å (d).
Figure 3. Sketch of vibrational PES for excited states, scheme of transitions and corresponding electron density redistribution where dark lilac space reflects positive CT of excitation and vice versa for dissipation of EDD mapping on 0.004 e/bohr^3 isosurface throughout the text. Relative energies (kcal/mol) are presented in parenthesis.
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Figure 4. PES of excited states on PIT from nSP to QSC through Cspiro□O bond stretching for Snn (blue solid lines), Sn (green solid) and Tnn (dashed green) optimized in ground and corresponding excited states. EDD is depicted for the SI and GS points.
Figure 5. (a) PF60-nSP and (b) EF60-nSP conformers in points of transitions with corresponding EDDs. DEB sequential stages after vertical excitation include (from left to right) intersection with a n→n* state, Cspiro..O stretching and energy transfer back to Snn.
Figure 6. Opposite generated PESs of GS and absorptive Snn dependence on Cspiro..O length in unexcited nSP (in red) and nMC (in green) and EDD of the conformers at initial points and intersected states with structural difference between spiro units.
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Figure 7. Snn PESs of Cspiro..O changes between nSP and QSC (in red) starting from nMC (in green). Snn PESs of β torsions starting from QSC (in red) and nMC (in blue). EDDs on the conformers in initial and QSC points and structural difference between spiro units at the intersection points.